
Spanish 2 Honors Summer Assignment 

Pre-Assignment Note: PLEASE READ EVERYTHING CLOSELY AND WITH GREAT 

DETAIL. YOU, THE STUDENT, ARE 100% ACCOUNTABLE FOR THE CONTENTS OF 

THIS PACKET. 

Pre-Assignment Note: Spanish 2 Honors is an extremely rigorous and fast paced course that 

students have tested into based on his/her linguistic abilities. Spanish 2 Honors is a pre-AP 

course and is designed for the student who plans on taking both AP Spanish 

Language/Culture and AP Spanish Literature. The course is conducted in Spanish and is 

designed to challenge students and thoroughly enhance students' language ability, cultural 

interest, and to serve as a gateway to becoming bilingual. The goal is to provide the student with 

varying degrees of proficiency that will enable communication both interpersonally and 

academically. Expanded vocabulary and grammar structures are presented well beyond the 

range of the regular Spanish 2 course. Essentially, the curriculum is two years of curriculum 

rolled into one year. It is intense at times but the 'heavy lifting' is very invigorating and 

challenging. We hope you share a passion for hard work and rigor with us. 

Summer Assignment Instructions: It is the student's responsibility to self-teach and develop 

proficiency using the past tenses. Our first exam is scheduled for September I 5th
. This exam will 

cover student's competence using the past tenses, their formation, translation, and application, 

along with appropriate past-tense vocabulary (list included in packet). 

1) Study and memorize the endings and translations in order to form the preterit tense

(pages 1 & 2.)

2) Study and memorize the endings and translations in order to form the imperfect tense

(pages I & 2.)

3) Study and memorize the endings and bases in order to form the preterit tense of irregular

verbs (pages 3 &4.)

4) Study and memorize the formation of the 3 irregular verbs in the imperfect tense (page

2).

5) Study and memorize the past tense times list (page 5.)

6) Study the rules for using the two past tenses; preterit and imperfect (pages 6 & 7.)

7) Complete the two handouts on pages 8 & 9.

8) Connect to www.studyspanish.com and set up a free student account. Under the grammar

menu, explore and practice with the basic quizzes and mint-tests using the preterit and

imperfect.

9) Email me with any questions or concerns: jgarvey@lbusd.org
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Espanol II 
Traducciones de/ pasado/ 

1. When I was younger, I would always play with my friends.

2. We would always go to the beach.

3. I loved her very much.

4. I called her once yesterday.

5. I liked to eat chocolate every day.

6. My friends and I would watch television together.

7. I had very nice teachers.

8. I found out yesterday.

9. He met her last week.

10. We would go to church every Sunday.

I l. Did you do it? 

12. He had long brown hair when he was fifteen.

13. Were you going to the store when I saw you?

14. No, I couldn't go without my grandmother.

15. What did you say? I was saying ...




